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ABSTRACT
Using numerical simulations, we investigate the
underlying physical effects responsible for the
overall organization of chromosomal territories in
interphase nuclei. In particular, we address the
following three questions: (i) why are chromosomal
territories with relatively high transcriptional activity
on average, closer to the centre of cell’s nucleus
than those with the lower activity? (ii) Why are
actively transcribed genes usually located at
the periphery of their chromosomal territories?
(iii) Why are pair-wise contacts between active and
inactive genes less frequent than those involving
only active or only inactive genes? We show that
transcription factories-mediated contacts between
active genes belonging to different chromosomal
territories are instrumental for all these features of
nuclear organization to emerge spontaneously due
to entropic effects arising when chromatin fibres are
highly crowded.
INTRODUCTION
During the typical life cycle of eukaryotic cells the stage of
division is followed by the G1 stage. In the G1 stage, cells
grow, synthesize RNA and proteins, and prepare for
DNA replication (1). Chromosomes that were highly
condensed during cell division decondense in the G1
stage (2,3). Interestingly, in higher eukaryotes the
decondensed chromatin ﬁbres of individual chromosomes
that are long enough to span the entire nucleus do not
spread out but remain conﬁned within rather compact
chromosome territories (4–8). Several recent papers
revealed physical reasons why highly crowded, long,
polymer molecules undergoing thermal ﬂuctuations
maximize their entropy by forming intramolecular
territories and limiting intermolecular intermingling
(9–16). While general physical principles leading to forma-
tion of chromosomal territories seem to be understood, it
is still unclear why the territories of chromosomes that are
more transcriptionally active are usually located closer to
the centre of the nucleus than the territories of chromo-
somes that are less transcriptionally active (6,8,15). There
is also a need to understand the underlying principles
causing preferential localization of transcribed genes
at the periphery of their chromosomal territories
(3,6,17–19). Although the peripheral location of actively
transcribed genes, with respect to their chromosomal
territories, explains why interchromosomal contacts
involve most frequently actively transcribed genes, it is
more difﬁcult to understand why transcriptionally non-
active regions more frequently enter into contact with
each other than with transcriptionally active regions
(20). Here we show, using numerical simulations, that
the mere capability of transcription factories to simultan-
eously engage active genes belonging to different chromo-
somal territories (3,21,22) is sufﬁcient to generate the
known dependence between the transcriptional activity
of a given chromosomal territory and its radial position
within cells’ nuclei. The same property of transcription
factories also permits us to explain why the actively
transcribed genes are located at the periphery of their
chromosomal territories and why interchromosomal
contacts between transcriptionally inactive regions are
more frequent than those between transcriptionally
active and inactive regions (20).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The details of the simulation procedure are described in
Supplementary Data and schematically presented in
Supplementary Figures. In essence, we measure equilib-
rium properties of thermally ﬂuctuating polymeric chains
(chromatin ﬁbres of individual chromosomes) conﬁned
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Metropolis Monte Carlo simulations based on crankshaft
moves (14,23,24). We test how inter-chain attachments
mimicking transcription factories-mediated inter-
chromosomal contacts affect such characteristics of the
simulated system as: (i) the average radial positions of
simulated chains within the sphere. (ii) The average
position of points of attachment with respect to the
territories formed by polygonal chains. (iii) The probabil-
ity of contacts between non-attached chains or between
attached and non-attached chains.
In the G1 phase, decondensed chromatin ﬁbres serve as
templates for RNA synthesis by RNA polymerases.
Interestingly, RNA polymerases are team workers and as-
sociate into groups containing about eight active polymer-
ases, where each of them is ﬁrmly bound to a different
transcription unit (25,26). By simultaneous binding to
active genes belonging to different chromosomes, tran-
scription factories determine what portions of different
chromosomes contact each other in interphase nuclei
(3,21,22). We decided to model the effect of transcrip-
tion factories-mediated interchromosomal contacts on
the overall organization of chromosomal territories
within interphase nuclei. The transcription factories
were not modelled as such but were replaced by a set
of links between chains representing transcriptional-
ly active chromosomes (see Supplementary Figure S1).
To operate with computationally manageable and
relatively easily interpretable setup, we decided to study
thermally equilibrated systems consisting of 16 freely
jointed equilateral polygonal chains placed together
within a small sphere (for more details, see
Supplementary Data).
Traditionally, long polymeric chains under conditions
where the intersegmental repulsion is greatly screened (like
it is believed to be the case of chromatin) are modelled
using equilateral ideal chains, where each segment is inﬁn-
itely thin (27,28). On the other hand, we know that chro-
matin ﬁbres are not inﬁnitely thin and the ratio between
the statistical segment length and its thickness can vary
according to particular conditions like counterions con-
centration, state of chromatin ﬁbres, etc. Therefore,
self-avoiding models are also frequently used to model
chromatin behaviour (12,15).
To show that our results are general, i.e. they do not
depend on the particular model used, we performed the
simulations for two diametrically different models. In the
ﬁrst case, we studied properties of simple polygonal chains
with segments that were practically inﬁnitely thin. In the
second case, we operated with a beaded-chain model
where each vertex of equilateral polygon was placed in
the centre of a hard-core sphere that had the same
diameter as the segment length. In the case of polygonal
chains composed of inﬁnitely thin segments, each polygon
was composed of 40 segments and the radius of the sphere
enclosing all 16 polygons was set to about 3.6 segment
lengths, ensuring a sufﬁcient density of packing to model
interactions between decondensed but highly crowded
chromatin ﬁbres in cell nuclei. The diameter of the
enclosing sphere was adjusted to give the same density
of segments as in the case of polygons with excluded
volume where the radius of each segment was set to 0.1
of the segment length and where such polygonal chains
constitute 10% of the sphere’s volume. In the case of
beaded chains, each chain was composed of 100 beads
and the radius of the sphere enclosing all 16 beaded
chains was set to 12.6 diameters of individual beads as
this gave 10% volume occupation within the sphere. In
interphase nuclei, chromatin occupies 10–20% of nuclear
volume (15); therefore, our model is subjected to similar
crowding effects as these believed to act on interphase
chromosomes in living cells. We modelled the transcrip-
tion factory-mediated interchromosomal attachment by
imposing an elastic potential that effectively brought
eight pre-selected vertices belonging to eight different
polygons to a distance <1/10 of the segment length from
each other for simple polygonal chains (Supplementary
Figures S1 and S2) and to a distance <2 segment
lengths for beaded chains. The remaining eight polygons
were free. To characterize the equilibrium properties of
simulated systems, we used Metropolis Monte Carlo pro-
cedure based on crankshaft moves (14,23,24). It was
shown earlier that when modelled chromatin ﬁbres
cannot pass through each other, they spontaneously
form chromosomal territories (13,14). To further investi-
gate these topological effects on nuclear architecture, we
compared systems where intersegmental passages between
the segments belonging to the same or to different
polygons were allowed or not allowed. Although, chromo-
somes are linear in a formal sense, in a topological sense
they behave as circular molecules as they are organized
into loops of various sizes (29–36). In addition, diverse
regions of chromosome territories are frequently
attached to the nuclear matrix or to the nuclear
membrane (37). All these features ensure that chromatin
ﬁbres forming one chromosome territory do not have free
ends that could pierce and thread through another
chromosome territory. To reﬂect the absence of free
ends of chromosome ﬁbres, we modelled them as closed
chains (14). When we do not permit intersegmental
passages, we restrict the topology of modelled chains to
unknotted and uncatenated conﬁgurations. When
passages are permitted, the topology of modelled chains
is unrestricted and we can observe formation of knots and
catenanes.
Chains composed of 40 or even 100 segments may
seem to be much too short as models of chromosomes.
However, it needs to be understood that, in our simula-
tions, one segment corresponds to one Kuhn’s statistical
segment of decondensed chromosomes. Studies of inter-
phase nuclei revealed that decondensed chromosomes
behave like 30-nm chromatin ﬁbres with Kuhn’s statis-
tical segment length of 400nm and linear density
of 150bp/nm (38). Therefore, in our simulations
using inﬁnitely thin polygonal models, each segment
represents a chromatin fragment with 60000bp and
each chain composed of 40 segments represents
2400000bp. In total, 16 chains each composed of
40 statistical segments can model a genome composed
of 40 Mb which is nearly half of the genome size of
Caenorhabditis elegans.
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Radial position of chromosomal territories
Inﬁnitely thin polygonal model. Figure 1A and B show
typical snapshots obtained in simulations using the inﬁn-
itely thin polygonal model. We can see that when the
topology was unrestricted (Figure 1A), the polygons
were concentrated in the centre of the sphere and
formed an interlinked network, in which the individual
polygons were extensively catenated with other
polygons. In the topologically restricted case
(Figure 1B), in which the polygons always maintain their
starting topology of unknotted and non-catenated circular
chains, the polygons ﬁll the sphere much more uniformly
since they maximize their entropy by limiting
interpolygonal intermingling (13,14,39). To visually distin-
guish free polygons from those that are attached to each
other, the latter ones are coloured using a striped pattern.
A closer look at the snapshots of topologically
unrestricted and restricted systems gives an impression
that, on average, the attached polygons occupy a more
central position in the sphere than free polygons. To
verify this impression, we measured the probability of
ﬁnding points belonging to inter-attached or non-attached
polygons at a given distance from the centre of the
conﬁning sphere. Figure 1C and D present the probability
density distributions of distances from the centre of the
sphere for points belonging to attached polygons (red
proﬁles), free polygons (green proﬁles) and for the
vertices that, in our simulations, correspond to points of
attachment to the transcription factory (blue proﬁles). It is
clearly seen that, in topologically unrestricted (Figure 1C)
and restricted (Figure 1D) systems, the mere attaching of
several polygons to each other causes that these polygons
tend to occupy a more central position in the sphere than
free polygons present in the same sphere. Looking now at
the radial positions occupied by vertices connected to the
modelled transcription factory, we can clearly see that
Figure 1. Radial positions of inﬁnitely thin polygons conﬁned within a small sphere depend on whether these polygons are attached to each other or
not. (A and B) Representative snapshots from simulations involving topologically unrestricted and restricted polygons, respectively. Individual
polygons are coloured differently and in addition these that were attached to each other to simulate binding to the same transcription factory
are coloured using a stripped pattern. To help visualize individual polygons that were modelled as inﬁnitely thin, they are presented as having a
signiﬁcant thickness. (C and D) Radial distributions of points on free polygons (green), points on the polygons attached together (red) and the
vertices that were representing points of attachment to a transcription factory (blue). Panels C and D correspond to simulations without and with
topological restriction, respectively. For red and green proﬁles the error bars are smaller than the width of the lines.
7412 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 21these vertices are very strongly shifted towards the centre
of the sphere when compared with random points on free
polygons or on polygons that were attached to each other.
Beaded chain model. Figure 2 shows typical snapshots of
equilibrated beaded chains obtained in simulations that
permitted or not intersegmental passages, A and B, re-
spectively. We can see that in both cases the beaded
chains ﬁll the available space quite uniformly. This con-
trasts with the results obtained with inﬁnitely thin polyg-
onal models, where a relatively uniform distribution was
only observed when the topology of polygons was re-
stricted to unknotted and uncatenated polygons
(Figure 1). The observation that beaded chains show
very similar overall space occupation both in the
absence and presence of topological restriction suggests
that beaded chains with this relatively large thickness
(determined as the ratio between the beads’ diameter
and the length of the chain) are, to a great extent,
conﬁned to the topology of unknotted and uncatenated
closed chains even when simulations permit intersegmen-
tal passages. Indeed, the analysis of topological states of
equilibrated beaded chains with unrestricted topology
revealed that only 28% of individual chains were caten-
ated with some other chains, while in the case of inﬁnitely
thin polygons this value exceeded 99%. In addition, the
formed catenanes were almost exclusively composed of the
simplest two component catenanes in case of beaded
chains, while inﬁnitely thin polygonal chains were typical-
ly forming multicomponent catenanes where each chain
was, on average, catenated with 10 other chains.
Therefore, our results indicate that for relatively thick
self-avoiding chains, the presence or absence of the topo-
logical restriction has only a minor effect on their statis-
tical characteristics. This result agrees with recent
theoretical studies of topological and entropic repulsion
between self-avoiding chains under semi-dilute conditions
(40). The topological conﬁnement of beaded chains by the
excluded volume effect could be expected since several
Figure 2. Radial positions of circular beaded chains conﬁned within a small sphere depend on whether these chains are attached to each other or
not. (A and B) Representative snapshots from simulations involving topologically unrestricted and restricted beaded chains, respectively. Individual
beaded chains are coloured differently and in addition these that were attached to each other to simulate binding to the same transcription factory
are coloured using a stripped pattern. (C and D) Radial distributions of points on the underlying polygons of beaded chains that were free (green), or
were attached with other chains (red). Blue proﬁles show radial distribution of centres of beads representing points of attachment to the transcription
factory. C and D correspond to simulations without and with topological restriction, respectively. For red and green proﬁles the error bars are
smaller than the width of the lines.
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knotting and catenation decreases rapidly with increasing
thickness of the modelled chains (41–43); however, these
earlier studies did not investigate probabilities of caten-
ation in a situation where many modelled thick chains
are highly crowded in a limited volume.
In Figure 2A and B, to visually distinguish free chains
from inter-attached ones the latter were coloured using
striped patterns. Upon visual inspection of these ﬁgures
it is hard to say whether inter-attached chains locate more
close to the centre of the modelled nuclei than free chains.
However, upon plotting the distributions of distances
from the centre of the sphere for points belonging to
beaded chains that were attached to each other (red
proﬁles) or not (green proﬁles), we can clearly see that
the former occupy a more central position in modelled
nuclei, (see Figure 2C and D). Analysing now the radial
positions occupied by points connected to the modelled
transcription factory (blue proﬁles), it is obvious that
these points are very strongly shifted towards the centre
of the sphere when compared with average positions of
random points on all beaded chains conﬁned within the
sphere. Nearly identical proﬁles of distances shown in
Figure 2C and D support our earlier conclusion that at
the thermodynamic equilibrium beaded chains of rela-
tively short lengths tend to remain unknotted and
uncatenated even if intra- and inter-chain passages are
possible.
Position of active genes within their chromosome
territories
We tested whether transcription factories-mediated
interchromosomal attachments could also explain obser-
vations that transcription factories are preferentially
located on the peripheries of chromosomal territories
(3,17) rather than being engulfed within the territories.
Inﬁnitely thin polygonal model. Figure 3A and B show
cross sections of equilibrated conﬁgurations of inﬁnitely
thin polygons with unrestricted or restricted topology, re-
spectively (the cross sections are of the conﬁgurations
shown earlier in Figure 1A and B, respectively). Each
cross-sectional plane passes through the centre of the
enclosing spheres and through the position of transcrip-
tion factory. To help visualize the territories occupied by
different polygons, we enclosed the intersection points of
individual polygons with the plane of the cross section
within differently coloured convex envelopes. Similarly
to the colouring applied in Figure 1A and B, the convex
envelopes enclosing factory-attached polygons are drawn
with striped lines. Some of the convex envelopes drawn
with striped lines seem to be disconnected from the central
circle that indicates the position of transcription factory.
However, this is only due to the fact that the region of
attachment of those territories to the transcription factory
is in a different plane than the one of the shown cross
section. The convex envelopes presented as straight
segments indicate that a given polygon intersected the
plane of cross section at just two points. Visual inspection
of the cross sections gives an impression that points of
mutual attachment are located at the peripheries of
territories formed by individual polygons with restricted
topology (Figure 3B). However, this does not seem to be
the case of polygons with unrestricted topology
(Figure 3A). To collect quantitative data on localization
of inter-attachment points within their respective chromo-
somal territories, we characterized the internal spatial dis-
tribution of points in mutually attached and free polygons
and compared them with the corresponding spatial distri-
bution of vertices that served as the points of attachments
(see Figure 3C, D and E). Since random conﬁgurations of
polygons do not have the spherical symmetry but are
better approximated by ellipsoids (44–46), we
renormalized the actual radial distances so that points
located on the surface of characteristic ellipsoids of
inertia constructed for each analysed conﬁguration of
the polygons have their normalized radial distance
values equal to 1 (Figure 3C; for more detailed description
see Supplementary Data and Supplementary Figure S6).
The characteristic ellipsoid of inertia is an imaginary
ellipsoidal surface that would have the same inertial
property as the polygon it represents, if the polygon’s
mass were equally redistributed along that surface (47).
Figure 3D shows that, in the case of polygons with unre-
stricted topology, the vertices that were attached to each
other are on average at a smaller relative distance from the
centre of mass of their polygons than random points of
these polygons. Such behaviour is at odds with cytological
observations and indicates that models based on topo-
logically unrestricted inﬁnitely thin polygons are unlikely
to reﬂect the behaviour of chromatin ﬁbres (3,17).
However, simulations using polygons with restricted
topology clearly show properties consistent with the cyto-
logical observations. As shown in Figure 3E, the vertices
that are attached to each other have a very strong
tendency to locate further from the centre of mass of
their polygons than random points of these polygons.
The observation that, only in polygons with restricted
topology, the modelled points of inter-territorial attach-
ment preferentially occupied peripheral positions within
their chromosomal territories supports our earlier
proposal that decondensed chromatin ﬁbres in interphase
nuclei behave as uncatenated and unknotted polymeric
rings (14).
Beaded chain model. Figure 4A and B shows cross
sections of equilibrated conﬁgurations of beaded-chains
models that were equilibrated under conditions that did
(Figure 4A) or did not permit inter- and intra-chain
passages (Figure 4B) (the cross sections are of the conﬁg-
urations shown in Figure 2A and B, respectively).
Similarly to Figure 3A and B, we indicated positions of
modelled chromosomal territories by convex envelopes
enclosing all intersection points of lines connecting the
centres of beads constituting a given modelled territory
with the plane of the cross section. Different territories
are marked with different colours and striped lines demar-
cate positions of the territories that are attached to each
other via transcription factory (position of which is
indicated by a circle). In both cases (topologically unre-
stricted or restricted), we can clearly see that the position
7414 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 21of transcription factories is located outside of chromosom-
al territories. In contrast to the situation presented in
Figure 3A and B, we can see relatively large distances
between positions of transcription factories (open circles)
and chromosomal territories that are attached to them.
This is the consequence of a large excluded volume of
beaded chains. In addition, as discussed for the inﬁnitely
thin polygonal model, the region of attachment of
territories to the transcription factory can be in a different
plane than those shown in the ﬁgure. Figure 4A and B do
not reveal clear differences between positions of points of
attachment within modelled chromosomal territories
when these are topologically restricted or not. In both
cases the points of inter-territorial attachment locate at
Figure 3. Localization of vertices representing points of attachment to the transcription factory with respect to the territories formed by topologic-
ally unrestricted (A and D) and topologically restricted inﬁnitely thin polygons (B and E). (A and B) Cross sections of the conﬁgurations are shown
in Figure 1A and B, respectively. Points of intersection of individual polygons with the plane of the cross section deﬁne convex envelopes that are
analogous to cross sections through chromosomal territories (7,14). Territories formed by polygons modelled as attached to a transcription factory
(indicated with a circle) are demarcated with striped lines. (C) The principle of determining whether a given point on a polygon has a peripheral or
central position within a territory formed by this polygon. For a given point X, the relative distance to the centre of mass CM of the polygon was
deﬁned as the ratio between the distance X-CM and P-CM, where P is the intersection between the ray X-CM and the characteristic ellipsoid of
inertia deﬁned by a given polygon (47). (D, E) Relative radial distributions with respect to centres of mass of polygons for: points on free polygons
(green), points on the polygons attached together (red) and for the vertices that were representing points of attachment to a transcription factory
(blue) are shown. For red and green proﬁles the error bars are smaller than the width of the lines.
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territories. To collect more quantitative data, we
characterized the average spatial distribution of attached
and non-attached beads within equilibrated beaded
chains. The method of this characterization was the
same as that used in the case of inﬁnitely thin polygons
(Figure 3C). As can be clearly seen from Figure 4C and D,
the vertices that were attached to each other locate pref-
erentially at the peripheries of chromosomal territories to
which they belong. This result agrees with the literature
data (3,6,17–19). Almost identical proﬁles of internal
spatial distribution of points belonging to chains that
may or may not be permitted to undergo intra- and
inter-chain passages (compare Figure 4C and D) indi-
cate again that beaded circular chains with a relatively
large diameter/length ratio preferentially remain
unknotted and uncatenated even if changes of the
topology are permitted.
Interchromosomal contact probabilities
Recent study of long-range interactions in human gen-
ome provided high-quality data showing that chromo-
somes with elevated transcriptional activity
preferentially contact other chromosomes with elevated
transcriptional activity while chromosomes with low
transcriptional activity prefer to contact other chromo-
somes with low transcriptional activity (20). It is
somewhat trivial that transcription factories are ideally
suited to mediate contacts between chromosomal
territories with many active genes. However, it is less
clear what brings together chromosomal territories
with low transcriptional activity. We, therefore, decided
to check whether transcription factories-mediated
interchromosomal contacts could also explain why tran-
scriptionally non-active regions are more likely to con-
tact other non-active regions than transcriptionally
active ones (20).
Figure 4. Localization of beads representing points of attachment to the transcription factory with respect to the territories formed by topologically
unrestricted (A and C) and topologically restricted beaded chains (B and D). A and B, cross sections of the conﬁgurations shown in Figure 2A and B,
respectively. Points of intersection of lines connecting centres of beads of individual chains with the cross-sectional plane deﬁne convex envelopes that
approximate the extent of territories formed by these chains in the cross section. Territories formed by beaded chains attached to a transcription
factory (indicated with a circle) are demarcated with striped lines. (C, D) Relative radial distributions with respect to centres of mass of beaded
chains for points on the underlying polygons of beaded chains that were unattached to other chains (green) or were attached to other chains (red)
and for centres of beads that were representing points of attachment to the transcription factory (blue). For red and green proﬁles the error bars are
smaller than the width of the lines.
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assess whether, in the case of inﬁnitely thin polygons, the
free polygons are grouped together in the presence of
polygons that are attached to each other. In the case of
topologically unrestricted inﬁnitely thin polygons, these
effectively behave like phantom polygons and therefore
their spatial redistribution within the sphere are of
course unaffected by the presence of phantom polygons
that were attached to each other (Figure 3A). However, in
the case of inﬁnitely thin polygons that are not permitted
to undergo inter-segmental passages, these effectively
exclude each other and we indeed observed frequent
grouping of the free-polygons due to their exclusion
from the space occupied by the polygons attached to
each other (Figures 3B and 6). To obtain quantitative
data, we measured the average probability of contacts
involving all possible pairs of vertices belonging to two
different inﬁnitely thin polygons that were not attached
to each other as well as the average probability of
contacts involving all possible pairs of vertices when one
belonged to free polygons and another to polygons
attached to each other. Two vertices were considered in
contact when the distance between them was smaller than
a given distance d. We observed that the ratio between the
probability of contact between two vertices belonging to
two different free polygon and the probability of contact
between two vertices where one belongs to a free and
another to an attached polygon was practically independ-
ent of the distance d when d ranged from 0.05 to 0.5 of the
segment length (Figure 5A). In the case of phantom
systems, this ratio had a value slightly <0.9 while for
non-phantom polygons this ratio was of 1.25. Only the
latter result is consistent with the recent demonstration
that chromosomal domains with low transcription
activity preferably contact other chromosomal domains
with low transcription activity (20).
Beaded chain model. Figure 5B shows that, in the case of
beaded-chain models, a pair of two randomly chosen
beads located on two different unattached chains is
more likely to be in a contact than a pair of randomly
chosen beads where one belongs to a free chain and
another to a chain that is attached to other chains.
Similarly to other results obtained with the beaded-chain
model, the interchromosomal contact probabilities are
largely independent of whether the topological restriction
was imposed or not.
DISCUSSION
Figure 6 helps us to explain how known characteristics of
nuclear architecture stem from transcription factories-
mediated interchromosomal attachments. It is well estab-
lished that individual chromosomes form separated
chromosomal territories that hardly interpenetrate each
other (7,32). We, therefore, schematically presented them
as relatively well demarked regions that show some
overlaps in their peripheral regions. Chromosomal
territories that show high transcriptional activity (red
colour) are attached to each other via a transcription
factory (black small circle). The chromosomal territories
that are less transcriptionally active (blue colour) are less
likely to become attached to other territories and are,
therefore, shown as free. Simple geometrical reasons
cause that some of the territories that are attached
together have to be placed far from the nuclear envelope
even if some others can still stay close to the nuclear
Figure 5. Contact probabilities ratios between two random points located on two free polygons Pfree,free and between two random points where
one is located on a free and another on an attached polygon Pfree,attached. The Pfree,free/Pfree,attached ratio is plotted as a function of the distance
d, where d is the threshold distance below which a pair of points is considered in contact. In case of inﬁnitely thin polygons (A) the topological restric-
tion was needed to favour contacts between random points located on different free polygons. In the case of beaded chains (B) the contacts between
random points located on different free polygons was favoured irrespectively of whether the topological restriction was imposed or not.
Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 21 7417envelope. Placement of inactive territories does not have
this constraint and each of them can be placed close to the
nuclear membrane. The competition between the
territories that are either attached together or not ensure
that, on average, the territories that are transcriptionally
active ﬁnd themselves closer to the centre of the nu-
cleus than the territories of transcriptionally inactive
chromosomes.
We propose that attachments between transcriptionally
active chromosomal territories make them constitute
bigger objects, which win the competition with smaller
objects for a more central location within the nucleus.
However, even without inter-attachments, transcriptional-
ly active territories swell due to changes of chromatin
structure and effectively occupy a larger fraction of the
nuclear volume as compared to non-active chromosomal
territories with a similar DNA content (48). Recent
modelling studies showed that this swelling effect alone
is sufﬁcient to push the bigger territories towards the
centre of nuclei (15). We believe that the inter-attachment
effect is stronger than the swelling effect but as they both
act in the same direction, it is likely that in living cells the
effective swelling of transcriptionally active territories and
their interconnection via transcription factories both con-
tribute to their more central location within cell nuclei.
Figure 6 also helps to explain why the actively transcribed
genes ﬁnd themselves preferentially on the surface of their
respective territories. Several recent papers demonstrated
that intermingling of chromosome ﬁbres belonging to
different chromosomes is entropically costly (14–16).
Therefore, if at least two of the genes transcribed in a
given factory belong to two different chromosomes or
even to two distant portions of the same chromosome,
the easiest way to bring them together, without requiring
entropically costly intermingling, is when these genes
became retained at the periphery of their chromosomal
territories. Looking at Figure 6 we can also understand
why the pair-wise interchromosome contacts involve
most frequently two transcriptionally active regions
(regions around transcription factories) as well as why
the interchromosome contacts between two inactive
regions are more frequent than between active an
non-active regions (20). Since the space in the nucleus is
very limited, bringing together transcriptionally active
regions not only sequesters them from contacting other
regions but also groups together transcriptionally
inactive regions in the remaining space, as depicted in
Figure 6.
Figure 6 is only a cartoon and should not be taken as a
quantitative representation of our results. We indicated
there a limited intermingling between individual territories
and indicated that transcription factory is in the centre of
limited intermingling between contacting chromosome
territories. The question arises as to how realistic this
presentation is with the respect to our results?
Do inter-attached polygons still form separate territories
or the fact that they are forced to contact each other in-
creases their intermingling? To estimate the extent of
intermingling between chromosome territories that were
attached to each other and between those that were free,
we estimated the extent of overlap between convex enve-
lopes enclosing all the intersection points of individual
modelled territories with an equatorial cross section
through the enclosing sphere (these convex envelopes
can be seen on Figures 3A and B and 4A and B).
Using the deﬁnition of intermingling that we introduced
in a recent work (14) and brieﬂy described in
Supplementary Data, we could conclude that
intermingling between territories that were attached
together was stronger than between chromosome
territories that were free. However, the extent of
intermingling was still small in the case of beaded chains
with and without topological restriction and inﬁnitely thin
polygonal model with topological restriction (see
Supplementary Tables S1 and S2). These modelling
results agree with cytological data showing clear chromo-
somal territories despite interterritorial attachments and
limited local intermingling (3).
Our proposal that transcription factories-mediated
interchromosomal contacts lead to the equilibrium state
of the nucleus in which transcriptionally active chromo-
somes are located closer to the centre of nucleus than less
active chromosomes only applies to a default state of the
nucleus which is attained without additional energy ex-
penditure. However, cells can use the energy to change
this default state and to remodel the usual nuclear archi-
tecture if that is needed for a particular purpose.
For example, nuclei of photoreceptor cells of nocturnal
vertebrates show the ‘reversed gradient’ of chromosomal
position with inactive chromosomes preferentially
Figure 6. Graphic summary. Transcription factories-mediated attach-
ments between transcriptionally active chromosomal territories are
sufﬁcient to explain experimentally observed features of nuclear archi-
tecture: (i) Territories formed by transcriptionally active chromosomes
(marked in red) are on average located closer to the centre of the
nucleus than the territories formed by transcriptionally non-active
chromosomes (marked in blue). (ii) Actively transcribed genes interact-
ing with a transcription factory (black circle) are located at the periph-
ery of their chromosomal territories. (iii) Transcriptionally active and
also transcriptionally non-active chromatin domains have a tendency
for self-association.
7418 Nucleic Acids Research, 2010,Vol.38, No. 21occupying the centre of the nuclei (49). Interestingly,
nuclei in those cells in addition to their standard
function serve as specialized optical devices that
optimize their optical properties when heterochromatin
is located in their centres (50). Therefore, there was a
strong evolutionary pressure to achieve this atypical
nuclear organization of nuclei in photoreceptor cells of
nocturnal vertebrates. This resulted in an evolutionary se-
lection of additional mechanisms that at some energetic
cost were able to override the default or economy state of
nuclear organization. Nuclear actin and myosin are able
to reposition chromosome territories and their action is
needed when cells become quiescent and start to remodel
their default nuclear organization (51). However, when the
activity of nuclear actin is blocked, the quiescent cells
maintain the default nuclear organization (51) that we
were able to reproduce in our simulations.
It is generally accepted that transcription factories
mediate contacts between transcriptionally active genes
belonging to different chromosomal territories (6,8,15).
However, it needs to be realized that transcription factories
are composed not only of RNA polymerases but also of
transcription factors such as EKFL, GATA-1 or FOG-1
and these factors also contribute to bridging of active genes
belonging to different chromosomal territories (52).
Therefore, our model of transcription factories-mediated
attachment between active genes belonging to different
chromosomes should not be understood that these
contacts are mediated exclusively via RNA polymerases.
In fact, studies using RNA polymerase inhibitors showed
that the established contacts persist over several hours
when most of RNA polymerases are not bound any
more to their target genes (53).
In our simulations we considered cases of transcription
factories that simultaneously transcribed genes belonging
to different chromosome territories and for such transcrip-
tion factories we observed their preferential localization
on the peripheries of their chromosomal territories.
However, some transcription factories may bind
exclusively genes belonging to the same chromosomal
territory. Such factories would not need to be
preferentially located on the periphery of their territories
and this may explain why some transcription factories can
be found immersed within their territories (54,55).
In our simulations, transcription factories were perman-
ently joining individual transcription units. A more real-
istic approach would be to model an equilibrium state
where interacting DNA sites would be associated
together only for a fraction of time (56). However, it
is to be expected that when transcriptionally active
chromosomes with hundreds of active genes have a sub-
stantial portion of them periodically involved in
interchromosomal interactions then this will lead to a
quasi-permanent interchromosomal interactions just like
those that we modelled here.
CONCLUSIONS
Using a simple model of thermally ﬂuctuating polymeric
chains crowded within a sphere, we have shown that the
mere fact that transcription factories mediate mutual
attachment of independent transcriptionally active
chromatin domains is sufﬁcient to explain the following
three principal features of nuclear architecture:
(i) Transcriptionally active chromosomes are preferential-
ly located closer to the centre of the nucleus. (ii) Actively
transcribed genes are located at the periphery of their
chromosomal territories. (iii) Transcriptionally non-active
chromatin domains are grouped together similarly to the
case of transcriptionally active chromatin domains.
However, to observe all these features, it is critical that
chromatin ﬁbres belonging to different chromosome
territories are prevented from extensive intermingling
with each other. This can be spontaneously achieved
when chromatin ﬁbres were organized into loops of a rela-
tively small chain length. Under such conditions, knotting
and catenation probabilities are very low (41–43).
Therefore, topoisomerase passages between chromatin
ﬁbres will be spontaneously directed towards simpliﬁca-
tion of loops topology, resulting in individual loops that
are mostly unknotted and uncatenated with each other.
The proposal that chromatin ﬁbres are organized into
relatively small loops is supported by a growing number
of experimental data (35,36). An additional element that
may be important for limiting intermingling of chromo-
somal territories could be provided by an ‘immunity’ of
regular chromatin ﬁbres to topo-II-mediated inter-ﬁbre
passages. Of course, type II DNA topoisomerases
mediate very efﬁciently passages between protein-free
DNA molecules. However, regular chromatin ﬁbres may
not be compatible with the steric requirements enabling
one chromatin ﬁbre to pass through a topo-II-spanned
gate in the other chromatin ﬁbre. If regular chromatin
ﬁbres were indeed poor substrates for topoII-mediated
inter-ﬁbre passages, then chromosome territories estab-
lished after decondensation of mitotic chromosomes
would be additionally prevented from intermingling (14).
We showed here that transcription factories-mediated
association between transcriptionally active chromosomal
territories is sufﬁcient to explain that transcriptionally
inactive territories are preferentially located near the
nuclear membrane. However, other mechanisms may
enhance this effect. For example an association of
inactive chromatin with inner nuclear membrane
proteins have been established in several studies (57,58).
In fact, it seems reasonable that a mechanism that seques-
ters inactive chromatin does not need to act against the
natural positional tendency of inactive chromosomal
regions but just stabilizes this situation. Acting against
the natural gradient would require energy input and
would be difﬁcult to maintain on a long term.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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